Human Body Basics

Use the clues provided to find each "hidden word". Shade in the boxes to show your answers! Words will twist in all directions, but never cross!

1. R U M T
   A O N I
   L N S C
   U L L E
   Living things composed of only one cell.

2. E C E V
   P E R K
   I N I L
   T H M E
   Tissue that carries messages throughout our bodies.

3. V I S E
   E T G N
   A I H R
   D O M C
   Organ system that breaks down food and absorbs nutrients.

4. O D M P
   K R S I
   S L G N
   Y S N A
   Any living thing.

5. L L E C
   L U N I
   A U L T
   R M C U
   Living things composed of more than one cell.

6. E T S Y
   M R O S
   A G A N
   T M S I
   Group of organs working together to perform a specific job.

7. G M W A
   E H U P
   S L O S
   D C C K
   The only tissue in your body that is able to contract, or shorten.

8. J O A H
   K N I G
   P W R P
   M H C O
   Group of tissues working together to do a job.

9. Y R O T
   R J R E
   O X C M
   T E A L
   System that removes solid and liquid wastes.

10. R T E H
    I L G U
    N S S O
    O E L P
    Group of cells working together to do a job.

11. P L N G
    W O O H
    C D F I
    S U N L
    Needed to give living things energy!

12. O T R A
    N B A D
    K M L U
    L U S C
    System that works with bones to allow body movement.
13. VEHK IGNN TEAO CSMC
   Tissue that provides support and connects all of our body parts.

14. AMSN TEBL COLH SNGU
   Building blocks of living things.

15. PSOE LTKM SAUO ISTH
   Process by which the body's internal environment is kept stable.

16. HZLA TPIL NETL FGHE
   Tissue that makes up the outer covering in humans.

17. SKMN LHEV AJLK TESP
   System that protects and supports; stores minerals

18. TARI ROSP YEGH RSTB
   System that exchanges oxygen and carbon dioxide between blood and air.

19. RP ER OF VI GDET MKUC
   System that allows reproduction and controls male and female functions.

20. BM EP GUNT ET RA INY O
   System that protects, regulates temperature, and prevents water loss.

21. ELAN GN SR DHC I WOEN
   System of glands that regulate metabolism, reproduction, and other functions.

22. CULA RYPT IROK MCI R
   System that transports nutrients and wastes and plays a role in the immune response.

23. MIES DMNC FMUL GERM
   System that fights disease and controls the immune response.